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Warn Industries Releases All-New Bumpers
for Jeep Wrangler JL and JK
Las Vegas, NV (10/30/18) – Warn Industries is now offering two new lines of bumpers for the
Jeep Wrangler JL and JK. This includes the premium Elite Series Front Bumpers for JL and JK, Elite
Series Rear Bumpers for JL, and the rugged Crawler Series Front Bumpers for JL and JK.
Elite Series Front Bumpers for Jeep Wrangler JL and JK
These all-new, premium winch-ready bumpers feature a variety of standard amenities designed for
increased off-road performance and style. This includes the ability to mount a WARN® mid-frame
winch with a capacity of up to 12,000 lbs. Plus, the new modern look compliments the rugged factory
styling of both the JL and JK.
The new WARN Elite Series Front Bumpers for the JL and JK are designed, tested, and made in
Clackamas Oregon, USA—and certified to withstand the previously mentioned 12,000 lb. capacity
without deformation. The bumpers have integrated off-road jack lifting points and shackle-mounting
tabs for additional vehicle recovery options. All WARN bumpers undergo rigorous field testing and lab
pull testing to ensure rigidity in the most abusive conditions.
When buyers are ready to mount a WARN winch, they can be assured the Elite Series is up to the
task. Warn has engineered the bumpers to position the winch in a manner so the engine gets
maximum airflow. Speaking of winches, the bumpers will accommodate the WARN ZEON, ZEON
Platinum, VR, XD9, XD9i, 9.0Rc, and 9.5xp models allowing users to truly "go prepared."
For the ultimate in corrosion protection, these bumpers wear a durable flat-black powdercoated finish
that undergoes a five-step pre-treatment process featuring zirconium nanotechnology, and withstand
408 hour salt spray tests. This will ensure the finish lasts and lasts.

Available in Multiple Configurations
The Elite Series Front Bumpers for the JL and JK come in one of four versions:


Full-Width without Grille Guard Tube



Full-Width with Grille Guard Tube



Stubby without Grille Guard Tube



Stubby with Grille Guard Tube

The Full-Width Elite Bumpers will clear 37” tires with only a 2” lift and factory wheel offset. The FullWidth version also includes built-in light ports to mount OE or aftermarket fog lights.
The narrower Stubby version provides maximum off-road performance and tire clearance—ideal for
hardcore off-roaders. It has similar features as the Full-Width version, but with increased approach
angles. This bumper also allows for mounting aftermarket lights above the bumper.
For added front-end protection, there is an optional, easy-to-install skid plate that compliments all the
new Elite Series Bumpers.
Elite Series Rear Bumpers for Jeep Wrangler JL
The perfect companion to the Elite Series Front Bumper for Wrangler JL is the Elite Series Rear
Bumper. Available with or without provisions to accept the optional tire carrier that can carry up to a
true 40” tire, these bumpers are made in the USA, have high-clearance corners for great off-road
performance, and wear a durable high-tech powdercoated finish to guard against corrosion.
Rotopax™ and Hi-Lift® jack mounting brackets are available and mount to the tire carrier.
Additionally, the bumper has precision-welded eyelets for shackles for increased recovery options,
they’re compatible with rear parking and blind-spot sensors, maintain the factory receiver, and they
meet the rear flare to create a convenient step for accessing the roof. There is also a provision to
relocate the back-up camera.
Crawler Series Front Bumpers for Jeep Wrangler JL and JK
The new Crawler Series Front Bumpers provide off-road performance and extreme durability in one
sturdy package. Available in full-width and stubby versions, these bumpers have been extensively
tested to 12,000 lbs. to ensure rigidity in the most extreme situations. They also include a mid-frame
winch mount that sits atop the bumper to accommodate WARN mid-frame winches up to 12,000 lbs.
An M8274 plate is also available (sold separately). With tapered corners for increased approach
angles, welded eyelets for shackles, and an optional welded-on grille guard tube, the Crawler Series

has everything Jeep owners need for the most difficult trails. These bumpers also accommodate
factory or aftermarket driving lights, have built-in tabs for off-road jacks, and the ability to
accommodate an optional WARN front skid plate for further protection from off-road hazards (sold
separately). The bumpers wear the same state-of-the-art black powdercoated finish as the Elite
Series Bumpers for excellent resistance against corrsion and years of great looks.
Available in Multiple Configurations
The Crawler Series Front Bumpers for the JL and JK come in one of four versions:


Full-Width without Grille Guard Tube



Full-Width with Grille Guard Tube



Stubby without Grille Guard Tube



Stubby with Grille Guard Tube

About Warn Industries
Warn Industries is the world’s most recognized brand in off-road products such as hub locks and
vehicle recovery winches. The company designs, manufactures and markets a full line of off-road
equipment and accessories that enhance the performance of four-wheel-drive and powersport
vehicles. Warn Industries is headquartered near Portland, OR.
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